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Abstract—Cloud computing has a key requirement for resource
conﬁguration in a real-time manner. In such virtualized environments, both virtual machines (VMs) and hosted applications need
to be conﬁgured on-the-ﬂy to adapt to system dynamics. The
interplay between the layers of VMs and applications further
complicates the problem of cloud conﬁguration. Independent
tuning of each aspect may not lead to optimal system wide
performance. In this paper, we propose a framework, namely
CoTuner, for coordinated conﬁguration of VMs and resident
applications. At the heart of the framework is a model-free hybrid
reinforcement learning (RL) approach, which combines the
advantages of Simplex and RL methods and is further enhanced
by the use of system knowledge guided exploration policies.
Experimental results on Xen-based virtualized environments with
TPC-W and TPC-C benchmarks demonstrate that CoTuner is
able to drive a virtual server system into an optimal or nearoptimal conﬁguration state dynamically, in response to the change
of workload. It improves the systems throughput by more than
30% over independent tuning strategies. In comparison with
the coordinated tuning strategies based solely on Simplex or
basic RL algorithm, the hybrid RL algorithm gains 30% to
40% throughput improvement. Moreover, the algorithm is able
to reduce SLA violation of the applications by more than 80%.

There were many studies devoted to autonomic conﬁgurations of VM resources or application parameters. For example,
in [13], [16], [15], [23], feedback control approaches had
achieved notable successes in adaptive virtual resource allocation and web application parameter tunings. However, such
control approaches rely on explicit models of target systems.
Design and implementation of accurate models of complex
systems are highly knowledge-intensive and labor-intensive.
Other studies formulated the problem as a combinatorial optimization. In [26], [6], [28], optimization approaches, like hillclimbing and Simplex were experimented with to automate the
tuning process of web applications. These heuristic approaches
could be highly efﬁcient, but tend to trap the system into local
optimum.
Reinforcement learning (RL) provides a knowledge-free
trial-and-error methodology in which a learner tries various
actions in numerous system states and learns from the consequences of each action. RL can potentially generate decisiontheoretic optimal policies in dynamic environments [19]. It
offers two major advantages. First, RL does not require explicit
model of either the managed system or the external process,
like incoming trafﬁc. Second, RL targets the maximization of
long term reward instead of immediate performance feedback.
It considers the possibility that a current decision may have
delayed consequences on both future reward and future state.
It can potentially deal with the delayed effect and local
optimum problem. Recent studies showed the feasibility of RL
approaches in many applications. Our own works [18], [17],
[5] demonstrated the applicability of RL in auto-conﬁguration
of virtual resource and web applications, respectively.
While RL provides many potential beneﬁts in automatic
management, there are challenges in practice. RL suffers from
poor scalability in problems with a large state space that
grows exponentially with the state variables (i.e. conﬁguration
parameters of both VMs and applications). Moreover, in
the absence of domain knowledge, the initial performance
achieved by RL during online training may be extremely poor.
It requires a RL-based auto-conﬁguration stratergy to start with
a fairly large amount of exploration actions before generating
a stable policy. Normally, exploration involves a process of
random action selection, which may even lead to performance
degradation in a short run.
In this paper, we present a novel hybrid approach that
combines the advantages of Simplex and RL method to address
the above practical limitations. Instead of conducting RL

I. I NTRODUCTION
Cloud computing, unlocked by virtualization, emerges as
an increasingly important infrastructure-as-service computing
paradigm. In such virtualized environments, system performance heavily depends on virtual machine (VM) conﬁguration
and parameter settings of their resident applications. For the
provisioning of on-demand services, VMs need to be reconﬁgured to improve resource utilization under the constraints of applications’ service level agreement (SLA). Workload dynamics also requires dynamic tuning of performancecritical application parameters (e.g. MaxThreads in Tomcat).
Auto-conﬁguration is a non-trivial task. Application heterogeneity and performance uncertainty caused by VM interferences make it challenging to generate good VM conﬁgurations [14], [10], [18]. For multi-component applications,
like Apache/Tomcat/MySQL web applications, interactions
between the components may even spread application conﬁguration errors across the entire system. Moreover, the conﬁgurations of VMs and resident applications interplay with each
other. Independent tuning of each layer does not necessarily
lead to the optimal system performance. The objective of this
study is to develop an automatic conﬁguration strategy for both
layers of conﬁgurations in a coordinated manner.
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II. C HALLENGES OF C OORDINATED C ONFIGURATION
In this section, we illustrate why the coordinated conﬁguration strategy is necessary through two simple experiments.

search in the whole conﬁgurable state space, we ﬁrst use
Simplex method to reduce search space to a much smaller
but “promising” state set. To avoid performance degradation
caused by random exploration, we enhanced RL agents with
system knowledge guided exploration policy, which uses the
information of CPU and memory utilization to guide the online
conﬁguration process. Previous RL-based conﬁguration work
including [18], [5], [21] employed pre-learned performance
models to address scalability and poor initial performance
issues. Building an accurate performance model requires
much human effort and domain knowledge, especially for
the coordinated conﬁguration involving the interplay between
VM and application conﬁgurations. In contrast, our hybrid
approach does not require pre-learned performance models and
is more suitable for high complex and dynamic systems. We
summarize contributions of this paper as follows:

A. Interplay between VM and Application Conﬁgurations
We ran a TPCW benchmark on two VMs, one for a Tomcat
application server in the front and the other for a database
server in the back. We assumed the two VMs being deployed
on different physical machines, each with 4 CPU cores; see
Section V for details of the application and experimental
settings. Tomcat server contains a key performance parameter,
MaxThreads, which sets the maximum number of requests
to be served simultaneously. To some extent, it determines the
resource demand of the web application.
Figure 1(a) shows the average CPU demand of the database
tier due to different MaxThreads settings ranged from 50
to 650 under the workloads from 1000 to 5000 clients.
Figure 1(b) shows the corresponding system throughputs. CPU
resource is expressed in percentage of one physical CPU:
100 means one physical CPU and 50 means half a CPU.
From the ﬁgure, we can see that the CPU demand and the
throughput are insensitive to parameter MaxThreads in light
loaded case due to small number of concurrent requests. Both
of them increase with the MaxThreads value in medium
and heavy loaded cases. The throughputs saturate at certain
levels after MaxThreads reach certain values because the
settings have exceeded the maximum concurrent requests. The
impact of MaxThreads on resource demand suggests that
this parameter may affect the VM conﬁguration decisions
considerably. The system performance would also vary as
application and VM conﬁgurations interplay with each other.

(1) Model-free hybrid reinforcement learning algorithm. We
develop a model-free hybrid reinforcement algorithm for online conﬁgurations and reconﬁgurations of VM resources and
application settings. This approach combines the advantages
of RL method and Simplex method, with the enhancement
of system knowledge-guided exploration policies. The hybrid
approach signiﬁcantly reduces the search space and improves
performance in the exploration stage.
(2) A coordinated tuning framework. The framework facilitates an automatic tuning of VM resource allocations and
resident application parameter settings in the presence of cloud
dynamics. It is able to drive the system into an optimal (or
near optimal) state within tens of interactions. Unlike previous
auto-conﬁguration studies that only considered either virtual
resource management or application parameter tuning, our
framework should be the ﬁrst approach towards coordinated
auto-conﬁgurations of both VM resource and running appliances in clouds, dealing with the interplay between them.

B. Coordination in Virtual Server Clusters
Components of a multi-tier application may be distributed
over multiple physical machines in the form of a virtual server
cluster. Such related physical servers require a coordinated
conﬁguration strategy to take into account of the interactions
among different tiers. We repeated the experiment as in
Section II-A and set MaxThreads to 500. We controlled the
resource allocation of the application server and changed its
cap gradually. Figure 2 shows that when more resources are
allocated to APP server, not only the overall system throughput
but also the DB resource demand get increased. Similar effect
of DB server resource allocation on APP server also exists.
These observations suggest that virtual resource conﬁguration
of one tier would greatly affect the resource demand of other
tiers. The bottleneck may shift between tiers if the balanced
resource allocation is broken. It is necessary to coordinately
conﬁgure all involved servers instead of considering them
individually.

(3) Design and implementation of CoTuner. Our prototype
implementation of the coordinated tuning framework, namely
CoTuner, demonstrated its effectiveness in an Xen-based
virtualized environment. With heterogeneously consolidated
applications, including TPCW and TPCC, CoTuner is able to
adapt VM resource allocation and appliance parameter settings
to cloud dynamics in a coordinated way. It improves system
throughput by more than 30% over independent tunings. In
comparison with the coordianted tuning strategies that is based
on Simplex or basic RL algorithms, our hybrid algorithm gains
30% to 40% throughput improvement. Moreover, the algorithm is able to reduce the SLA violations of all applications
by more than 80%. We also demenstrated the effectiveness of
CoTuner in a large virtualized environment with 100 VMs.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II discusses about the challenges of coordinate auto-conﬁguration.
Section III presents the overview of the CoTuner framework.
Section IV shows the design of our hybrid RL algorithm.
Evaluation methodology and settings are given in Section V.
Section VI shows experimental results. Related work is discussed in Section VII. Section VIII concludes the paper with
remarks on limitations and possible future work.

III. OVERVIEW OF C OT UNER
CoTuner is designed as a coordinated auto-conﬁguration
framework for performance optimization in cloud computing. Figure 3 shows its architecture. In such a virtualized
environment, VMs may interfere with each other due to
resource contention or dependence in multi-tier applications.
Such related VMs form a VM cluster, in which VMs should
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where 0 < γ < 1 is a discount factor helping Q(s, a)’s
convergence. The optimal value function Q∗ (s, a) is unique
and can be deﬁned as the solution to the following equation:

Q∗ (s, a) =
Pa (s, s )(Ra (s, s ) + γ max
Q∗ (s , a )),
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be conﬁgured coordinately. The VMs in each cluster may be
placed on the same or different physical machines. Each VM
cluster is controlled by a VM-Agent. It keeps monitoring the
performance of each VM and adapting their conﬁgurations to
the environment dynamics online. It takes the advantage of the
control interface provided by Dom0 (in a Xen environment) to
control the conﬁguration of individual VMs. Reconﬁguration
actions take place periodically based on a predeﬁned time
interval. At each iteration, VM-Agent receives performance
feedback and uses that information to update the conﬁguration
policy. The objective of VM-Agent is to drive the system
into an optimal conﬁguration state in terms of throughput,
utilization, or any other application-level utility functions.
Each application has its own App-Agent, with different appspeciﬁc objectives. It monitors the performance of appliances
belonging to the same application and reﬁnes their conﬁgurations through interactions with the system in a way similar
to VM-Agent. During the conﬁguration process, it is trying
to tune application parameters to meet the SLA requirement.
All VM-Agents and App-Agents are designed as standalone
daemons residing in a dedicated management server.

a

s ∈S

where s and a are the next state and action. Because
conﬁguration decision is based on long term rewards, RL agent
is able to deal with delayed effect and local optimum problems.
The output of RL is a policy π that maps the system states to
the best actions. The optimal policy π ∗ achieves the maximal
expected return from any initial state, as deﬁned below:

π ∗ (s) = arg max(Ra (s, s ) + γ
Pa (s, s )Q∗ (s , a )).
a

s ∈S

Following the optimal policy, given state s, the best action
should be the one that maximizes the sum of the immediate
reward and the expected discounted reward of the next state
s . During each iteration, RL agent selects actions according
to current policy and observes reward feedback. The new
reward is used to update Q(s, a). Current policy π is improved
based on the updated Q(s, a). Both of the value function and
policy would converge to their optimal value after sufﬁcient
interactions.
In this work, we formulate coordinated conﬁguration task as
a RL problem. For the VM-Agent, the state is deﬁned as the
virtualized resource conﬁguration of all the VMs within one
VM cluster. For the App-Agent, the state is deﬁned as all the
conﬁgurable parameter settings of its corresponding application. States deﬁned on system conﬁguration are deterministic
in that Pa (s, s ) = 1, which simpliﬁes the RL problem. They
are also fully observable to RL agents. For each conﬁgurable
parameter, possible operation can be either increase, decrease
or nop. The actions for the RL agents are deﬁned as the
combinations of the operations on each parameter.
Immediate reward is deﬁned to reﬂect the overall system
performance. Denote G and T for throughput and response
time of an application, GSLA and TSLA for the corresponding

IV. H YBRID RL A PPROACH
A. RL-based Conﬁguration Decision Making
Reinforcement learning refers to a trial-and-error learning
process through a sequence of interactions with the managed
environment [19]. It does not require explicit model of either
the managed system or the external environment, like incoming trafﬁc. A RL problem is often modeled as a ﬁnite Markov
Decision Process (MDP). An MDP can be formulated with
a set of states S, a set of actions A, an immediate reward
function Ra (s, s )= E(rt+1 |st = s, st+1 = s , at = a) and
a state transition probability function Pa (s, s )= P r(st+1 =
s |st = s, at = a). At each time interval t, the learning agent
perceives it current state st ∈ S and selects a valid action
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service level agreements, and Cthrpt and Crspt for the penalty
of SLA violation. For App-Agent, the immediate reward r
is deﬁned based on the performance of the corresponding
application as follows:
r=

G

+

GSLA

where


Cthrpt =

Crspt =

Algorithm 1 Online value function learning.
1: Initialize value function table.
2: repeat
3:
st = get current state();
4:
at = get action(st ) using guided exploration policy;
5:
reconf igure(at );
6:
r = observe reward();
7:
st+1 = get current state();
8:
at+1 = get action(st+1 ) using guided exploration policy;
9:
Q(st , at ) = Q(st , at ) + α ∗ (r + γ ∗ Q(st+1 , at ) − Q(st , at ));
10:
st = st+1 , at = at+1 ;
11: until value function converges

TSLA
− Cthrpt − Crspt ,
T

wthrpt ∗ GSLA
G
0
T
wrspt ∗ TSLA
0

if G < GSLA ;
otherwise,
if T > TSLA ;
otherwise,

r=
n

n


CDF

where wthrpt and wrspt are the weights used to control
the impact of SLA violations on the reward. In this work,
both of wthrpt and wrspt were set to 10. Whenever SLA
violation happens, a huge penalty will be added to reward as a
feedback. Recall that VM-Agent controls all the VMs within
a VM cluster. The immediate reward of a VM cluster with n
applications is deﬁned as a weighted sum of the performance
of all the resident applications:
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used to reduce the state space to a much smaller “promising”
conﬁguration set. RL agent only conduct searching on this
small set ignoring other “unpromising” states.
The state space reduction is motivated by an observation
that for a give system situation, only a small portion of conﬁgurations would yield good performance. Figure 4 shows the
fraction of the promising conﬁgurations in a search space of
tens of thousands conﬁgurations. The three types of workloads
represent various resource demand of a multi-tier application,
deﬁned in Table III. As deﬁned in Section IV-A, a positive
reward means no SLA violation happened in any application.
The result shows that only less than 10% conﬁgurations in
each case would yield positive reward.
To ﬁnd the high-reward conﬁguration set, we ﬁrst divide
the original state space S into multiple exclusive subsets
by discretizing the conﬁgurable scope of each parameter i
into mi ranges. The states whose parameter settings fall
into the same range are classiﬁed into the same subset. For
each range, its median value is used to represent the whole
conﬁgurable interval. The original space S is then converted
to a range-based search space S  , in which each parameter i
has mi conﬁgurable steps and each state represents a subset
of conﬁguration states in S. The best state sb in S  could be
considered as the high-reward conﬁguration set in the original
search space S.
To determine the sb , we enhance the RL learning agents
with the downhill Simplex method. It is a high efﬁcient heuristic based method for nonlinear, unconstrained optimization
problems. A simplex is a set of n+1 points in n . Its objective
is to optimize unknown functions f (x) for x ∈ n through a
sequence of transformations of the working simplex. For each
App-Agent or VM-Agent, if there are n conﬁgurable parameters in all, the used simplex would contain n + 1 vertices. The
goal is to maximize the system performance in terms of the
reward. At each iteration, agents receive performance feedback
and select next conﬁguration action based on the heuristic
rules. Each conﬁguration iteration may involve ﬁve steps:

w i ∗ ri ,

i=1

where wi < 1 and 1 wi = 1
For RL agent, ﬁnding an optimal policy is equivalent to
generating the optimal value function Q∗ (s, a) for each state.
During the learning, Q(s, a) need to keep updating until its
value sufﬁciently approximates Q∗ (s, a). In this work, we
employed temporal-difference (TD) method for value function
update:
Q(st , at ) = Q(st , at )+α∗[rt+1 +γ∗Q(st+1 , at+1 )−Q(st , at )],
where α is a learning rate parameter that facilitates convergence in the presence of noisy or stochastic transitions. The
advantages of TD over other methods (e.g. Monte Carlo or
dynamic programming) are that it requires no model of system
dynamics and updates Q(s, a) whenever the new reward is
observed without waiting for a ﬁnal outcome. TD is responsive
to environment variations and provides a good estimation for
long-term performance. The values of Q(s, a) are stored in
a look-up table and updated by writing new values to the
corresponding entries. The optimal conﬁguration policy is
generated by selecting the state with the maximal value after
the table becomes stable. Algorithm 1 shows our approach of
online learning value function (see Section IV-C for the detials
of guided exploration policy). We set α and γ as 0.1 and 0.9,
respectively for value function updating.
B. Simplex-based Space Reduction
Our previous studies [18], [5] showed that RL method
would suffer from curse of dimensionality in autoconﬁguration of VMs and applications. In each case, its state
space grows exponentially with the number of conﬁgurable
variables. The poor scalability hinders RL from being applied
for the study of the interplay of VM and application conﬁgurations. In our hybrid RL approach, the Simplex method is
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TABLE I
R ESOURCE THRESHOLDS SETTING .

Ordering, Reﬂectioin, Expansion, Contraction and Reduction.
Algorithm 2 shows our Simplex-based space reduction method
in the reduction of the conﬁgurable state space. Parameters β,
ω, ζ and λ are respectively the scale factor of the reﬂection,
expansion, contraction and reduction. They were set to 1, 2,
0.5 and 0.5. The stop threshold τ was set to 0.05 to limit the
searching time. More details about downhill Simplex method
could be found in [3].
The downhill Simplex method is more time efﬁcient than
learning-based RL methods. For the small-scale range-based
space S  , it is able to quickly locate the best state sb . Recall
that sb represents a set of conﬁgurations in orignal state
space S. RL searching is only conducted within this best
conﬁguration
set. The size of the actual search space is reduced
n
to 1/ i=1 mi of the orignal state space size. In this work, for
each parameter, we set m = 3, representing high, median and
low settings. Because the space reduction process is conducted
on each individual parameter, the reduction rate also increases
exponentially with the problem scale. The RL algorithm can be
always guaranteed a relatively small search space even when
the original space grows tremendously.

Apps
TPCW
TPCC

9:
10:

11:

12:

13:

14:

lb
Ucpu
40%
50%

ub
Umem
80%
80%

lb
Umem
50%
50%

exploitation expect for random selections with a probability .
How to balance exploitation and exploration is a fundamental
problem for RL algorithms. A too small would slow down
the learning process due to limited observations. In contrast, a
too large would cause performance ﬂuctuations because of
frequently visiting suboptimal states.
Notice that performance ﬂuctuations are mostly caused by
selecting unwise actions during exploration. For example,
removing resource from a busy VM would lead to more
severe contention. To help RL agent make wise decisions,
we employ system knowledge-guided exploration policies.
We consider two most performance relevant system metrics,
CPU and memory utilization. Associated with each metric,
the upper bound and lower bound are deﬁned to regulate
ub
lb
ub
lb
, Ucpu
, Umem
, and Umem
resource utlization. We denote Ucpu
as the upper bound and lower bound for CPU and memory,
respectively. Resource utilizations should be kept within the
ranges.
During the conﬁguration process, the RL agents would
keep a set of valid actions, A , for each state. It is divided
into three exclusive subsets: Ainc , Adec , and Anop , which
represent the set of actions to increase resources, decrease
resources, and keep unchanged, respectively. Before seclecting
conﬁguration actions, RL agents would ﬁrst check the current
utilization U for all monitored resources. If U goes beyond
the corresponding U ub , actions in Adec would be removed
from A to avoid further resource reduction. In contrast, if U
becomes below the U lb , actions in Ainc would be removed to
prevent resource waste. The new policy is expected to guide
the exploration to select wise actions. Under this protection, a
higher exploration rate could be used to collect more system
information quickly. In this work, we set the exploration
rate to 0.3 to accelerate the learning process. The resource
upper bound and lower bound were set in Table I, based on
our experiences. We implemented system knowledge-guided
exploration policy in VM-Agent and TPCW App-Agent.

Algorithm 2 Simplex-based space reduction.
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:

ub
Ucpu
60%
80%

Form a ranged-based search space S  ;
Select a working smplex S̃ = {si : si ∈ S  , 1 ≤ i ≤ n + 1};
/* State si is a vector of conﬁgurable paramters.
Following state operations are all vector operations */
Deﬁne utility function f (si ) = 1/ri ; /* ri is the reward of si */
Given stop threshold τ ;
repeat
Ordering sample set S̃ according to utility function:
f (s1 ) ≤ f (s2 ) ≤ f (sn+1 ); /*
sn+1 is the worst state */
calculate the centroid s0 = n
1 si /n;
Reﬂection: sr = s0 + β ∗ (s0 − sn+1 );
if f (s1 ) ≤ f (sr ) ≤ f (sn )
then replace sn+1 with sr and goto step 8;
Expansion: if f (sr ) ≤ f (s1 )
then se = s0 + ω ∗ (s0 − sn+1 );
if f (se ) ≤ f (sr )
then replace sn+1 with se and goto step 8;
else replace sn+1 with sr and goto step 8;
Contraction: sc = sn+1 + ζ ∗ (s0 − sn+1 );
if f (sc ) ≤ f (sn+1 )
then replace sn+1 with sc and goto step 8;
Reduction: replace all the points except s1 with
si = s1 + λ ∗ (si − s1 ) for i, 2 ≤ i ≤ n + 1 ;
goto step 8;
until stdev(S̃) ≤ τ

D. Coordinated Auto-conﬁguration
Recall that the processes of VM and application conﬁgurations interfere with each other. In some cases, system
performance heavily depends on the order of the conﬁguration
procedures. For example, if we tune VM conﬁguration ﬁrst,
an application parameter setting error would mislead the VM
conﬁguration decision and cause performance degradation and
vice versa. Instead of specifying the conﬁguration order for
each situation, we employ a strategy that repeats the two levels
of conﬁguration alternatively until the system performance
is stabilized. The coordinated conﬁguration algorithm within
individual VM cluster is shown in Algorithm 3. Different
VM clusters should conduct conﬁguration task in parallel.
The algorithm starts the VM conﬁguration at the beginning
of the ﬁrst loop because it helps involving all VMs as soon

C. System Knowledge Guided Exploration
It is known that there are two types of interactions between
RL agents and the managed system: exploitation and exploration. Exploitation is to follow the current optimal policy;
in contrast exploration is the selection of random actions to
capture the system dynamics so as to reﬁne the existing policy.
RL agent requires a certain amount of exploration operations
to accumulate sufﬁcient system knowledge for generating a
stable policy. Basic RL algorithm adopts − greedy policy
for action selection, under which the agent mostly conducts
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TABLE II
T UNABLE PERFORMANCE CRITICAL PARAMETERS .

as possible. To quickly erase the side effect of unwise conﬁgurations, VM-Agent and App-Agent take Simplex searching
alternatively at ﬁrst. This makes agents putting more focus
on promising states and reduces the algorithm’s convergence
time.

Virtual
Machine
Tomcat

Algorithm 3 Coordinated auto-conﬁguration algorithm.
1: Form search space S  for VM-Agent;
2: Form search space S  for each App-Agent;
3: repeat
4:
All the VM-Agent Perform Simplex searching on the corre5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:

MySQL

Parameters
cpu time
memory
MaxThreads
Session timeout
keyBufferSize
maxHeapSize

Default Setting
equally allocated
equally allocated
150
30
32MB
32MB

TABLE III
W ORKLOADS SETTINGS .

sponding S  ;
All the App-Agents Perform Simplex searching in parallel
on the corresponding S  ;
Select high-reward conﬁguration set for VM-Agent;
Select high-reward conﬁguration sets for App-Agents;
VM-Agents Perform RL based Auto-conﬁguration using
guided exploration policy;
App-Agents Perform RL based Auto-conﬁguration in parallel
using guided exploration policy;
until performance gets stable

Workloads
workload-1
workload-2
workload-3

TPCW
1000 clients
3000 clients
2000 clients

TPCC-1
30 warehouses
5 warehouses
10 warehouses

TPCC-2
10 warehouses
5 warehouses
20 warehouses

same physical server. We pinned the two VMs on the same
physical server onto 4 physical cores and 4 GB memory to
cap the VM resource in order to demonstrate the effect of
conﬁguration in a resource-contented system. We evaluated
the scalability of our approach on a virtualized environment
with 16 physical servers and 100 VMs.
We used the metrics of throughput and response time to
evaluate the applications performance. We deﬁne system-wide
throughput to be accumulated throughput of all running applications within the system. We assumed response time SLA
to be 5 seconds for both TPCW and TPCC applications. To
evaluate and compare application throughput under different
workloads, we deﬁne the throughput when 95% of incoming
requests are ﬁnished in time (5 seconds in our experiments)
as a reference value (i.e. throughput SLA) for normalization.
We selected virtual CPU time and virtual memory as
VM conﬁguration parameters. The conﬁguration actions were
issued through Dom0’s privileged control interface xm. For
the TPCW and TPCC applications, four most performancecritical parameters are MaxThreads, Session Timeout,
keyBufferSize, and maxHeapSize. Their default settings are shown in Table II.

V. E VALUATION D ESIGN
To evaluate the efﬁcacy of CoTuner, we designed experiments to test the following capabilities of the approach:
(1) Automatically adjust VM and applications conﬁgurations
according to system dynamics (Section VI-A); (2) Optimize
system wide performance as well as reducing SLAs for each
application (Section VI-A); (3) Deal with the interplay of the
two level conﬁgurations and improve system performance over
independent tuning (Section VI-B); (4) Improve conﬁguration
efﬁciency and regulate resource utilizations (Section VI-C);
(5) Scale to a large virtual cluster (Section VI-D).
We developed a prototypes of the CoTuner framework and
tested it on a DELL server cluster, connected by a gigabit
Ethernet. Each server was conﬁgured with 2 quad-core Xeon
CPUs and 8GB memory, and virtualized through Xen Vesion
3.1. Both the driver domain (Dom0) and the VMs were
running CentOS 5.0 with Linux kernel 2.6.18.
We selected two benchmark applications, TPCW and TPCC.
TPCW [1] is an online book store application, consisting of
a tier of application in the front and a tier of database in the
back. TPCC [2] is an online transaction processing (OLTP)
workload that represents a wholesale parts supplier operating
out of a number of warehouses. Unlike TPCW which is largely
CPU-intensive, TPCC contains a large amount of lightweight
disk reads and sporadic heavy writes and its performance is
more sensitive to memory size. The TPCW application was
run Tomcat/MySQL servers. MySQL was used as the database
server in TPCC applications.
To characterize the behavior of each application, we ﬁrst
conducted experiments in two physical servers, each hosting
two VMs. We deployed TPCW across the two servers with
application server on one server and database on the other.
Each physical server also hosted one TPCC instance. Such
conﬁguration represents a typical scenario of VM deployment:
a multi-tier application is deployed across different servers,
and heterogeneous applications may be consolidated in the

VI. E XPERIMENTAL R ESULTS
A. System Wide Performance Optimization
In this section, we evaluate CoTuner’s capabilities in conﬁguration adaptation, performance optimization and SLA guarantee during workload changing. We deﬁned three types of
workload mixes in Table III, representing various resource
demands of the applications. We ran the experiment for 240
conﬁguration iterations; each iteration lasted 1 minute. That is,
the cloud system performed a reconﬁguration operation every
1 minute. To demonstrate the adaptivity of the reconﬁguration
process, we divided the 240 iterations into 3 phases and
changed the workload mix from workload-1, to workload-2,
and to workload-3 every 80 iterations. We assumed virtual
resources were initially evenly distributed among the VMs and
that the virtual appliances were run in their default parameter
settings in the beginning.
Figure 5 shows the CPU and memory allocations to the
applications on both servers. Each data point is an average of
a moving window of 20 iterations. From the ﬁgure, we can see
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stop threshold 0.1 for Simplex algorithm. Simplex method was
used in previous study [28] for automatic parameter tuning.
MRL adopt model-based reinforcement learning method used
in our previous work [18]. We built the performance prediction
model for each workload elaborately. Because MRL assumed
the perfect future knowledge of incoming workload for the
agents, its results set an upper bound of the performance.
From the ﬁgure, we can see that CoTuner with hybrid
RL algorithm was able to consistently optimize system wide
throughput and drive the system into a high-productive conﬁguration state rapidly whenever there is an abrupt workload
change. Although performance ﬂuctuations (represented as
error bar) happened at the initial adaptation stage, the variations in throughput were signiﬁcantly reduced after hybrid
RL agent had observed sufﬁcient conﬁguration states (usually
after 40 iterations for each workload). It is expected that
Simplex and BRL strategies led to much more performance
ﬂuctuations and degradation. CoTuner gained more than 30%
performance improvement over the Simplex strategy and as
much as 40% improvement over the BRL strategy. Due to the
use of prediction models, MRL strategy could drive system to
a high-productive conﬁguration faster than CoTuner. But the
hybrid RL was able to achieve more than 95% of the optimal
performance due to MRL after accumulating a certain amount
of system information.
Figure 7 shows the service quality of individual applications
due to CoTuner. The throughputs were normalized by their
corresponding SLAs. We can see that CoTuner could satisfy
the SLA for each application most of the time. After the
system became stable, very few SLA violations would happen.
Figure 8 shows cumulative distribution of SLA violations
with respect to throughput and response time over the 240
conﬁguration iterations. From Figure 8(a), we can observe
that CoTuner was able to keep throughput SLA violation rate
less than 15% during the conﬁguration process. In contrast,
the SLA violation rates due to Simplex and BRL strategies
could reach as high as 85%. Simplex method is based on a
series of heuristic tests. It tends to be trapped in local optimal
states. In contrast, the objective of maximizing accumulated
long term reward in RL inherently solves this problem. BRL
strategy requires a long exploration time. It can not generate
an optimal policy for such a large state space in tens of
iterations due to too few observations. The hybrid RL approach
in CoTuner framework employs Simplex method to reduce
the huge search space and execute RL searching only within
the high-reward conﬁguration set. It takes the advantages of
both approaches and appropriately addresses their limitations.
From Figure 8(b), we can see that CoTuner was able to keep
response time SLA violation rate less than 15% for each
resident application. These results shows that CoTuner could
achieve high quality of service for each application even in
the presence of frequent workload variation.

TABLE IV
A PPLICATION PARAMETER CONFIGURATION .

CPU Allocation(Percentage)

Parameter
MaxThreads
Session timeout
KeyBufferSize(TPCC1)
maxHeapSize(TPCC1)
KeyBufferSize(TPCC2)
maxHeapSize(TPCC2)
400
350
300
250
200
150
100
50
0

workload1
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5 sec
64MB
64MB
64MB
128MB
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workload2
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Fig. 6. System wide performance due to different conﬁguration strategies.

that in the ﬁrst phase, CoTuner gave more portions of CPU and
memory resources to TPCC applications to meet their SLAs.
When workload mix changed from workload-1 to workload2 at iteration 80, TPCW workload became heavy and TPCC
workload applications was reduced. In response to the workload change, CoTuner reclaimed idle resources from TPCC
applications and allocated them to the TPCW. In the last phase,
all the applications were under medium workloads. They all
obtained sufﬁcient resources proportionally to their demands.
Table IV shows the parameter settings of the three applications
due to CoTuner. These key parameters were reconﬁgured
according to incoming workloads and allocated resources. The
result demonstrates that CoTuner was able to detect the system
variations and adapt both VM and application conﬁgurations
to dynamic trafﬁcs.
Figure 6 shows the accumulated throughput of all three
applications due to our hybrid RL algorithm in the CoTuner
framework. For comparison, we implemented three other algorithms for coordinated conﬁguration under the framework:
Simplex algorithm, basic RL (BRL) and Model-based RL
(MRL). They were run in the same auto-conﬁguration framework. To avoid performance ﬂuctuations, we set exploration
rate as low as 0.05 for BRL approach and a relatively relaxed

B. Beneﬁts of Coordinated Conﬁguration
As discussed in Section II, VM and application conﬁgurations are related. Independent tuning either of them can hardly
lead to optimal system-wide performance. In this section, we
demonstrate how well CoTuner deal with the interplay and
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independent strategy, each physical server pursues its performance optimization individually. For fairness in comparison,
all agents are run with a hybrid RL algorithm and a system
knowledge-guided exploration policy. Recall that the system
performance resulted from MRL was optimal for application
speciﬁc workloads. We normalize the throughputs due to
different tuning strategies to the maximum throughput in
Figure 10. From the ﬁgure, we can see that CoTuner could
deliver as much as 95% of the upper bound for all the
workloads. It was able to adapt both VM and application
conﬁgurations to the trafﬁc dynamics. In contrast, Serverindependent agent could never reach 80% of the maximum
throughput. Performance of VM-Only and App-Only agents
ﬂuctuated to a large extent due to their limited adaptability.
Coordinated tuning achieved an improvement of system wide
performance by 20%-33% over independent tuning. We note
that independent tuning assumed default application parameter
settings or even VM resource distribution. Any misconﬁguration in either aspect would lead to signiﬁcant performance
degradation, as shown in Figure 9. Coordinated tuning is able
to correct such misconﬁguration and improve performance.
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how much performance improvement could be resulted from
coordinated conﬁguration.
We considered one TPCW application with a workload
of 3000 clients in this experiment. In the ﬁrst phase of
80 iterations, App-agent was disabled and the application
parameter, MaxThreads, was set to a small value of 50.
We enabled the VM-agent and App-agents at iteration 81,
which conﬁgured the VM and application parameters in a
coordinated way. Figure 9 shows that the throughput saturated
at 1500 requests/minute in the ﬁrst phase due to the low setting
of MaxThreads. The App-agent enabled at iteration 81
increased MaxThreads to 350 automatically and brought the
system performance up to 2800 requests/minute in the second
phase. Figure 9 also shows the CPU and memory resource
allocation over the time, normalized to their caps: 400 CPU
percentage and 4GB memory. Since extra resource could not
improve the throughput, VM-Agent just allocated 20% of them
to TPCW and reserved the remaining for other applications.
After the application misconﬁguration was corrected, CoTuner
increased the resource allocation to more than 60% for both
CPU and memory within 40 iterations. The results suggest that
CoTuner was able to deal with the interactions between VM
and application conﬁgurations efﬁciently.
We compared CoTuner with three independent tuning strategies: VM-Only, App-Only and Server-independent. VM-Only
and App-Only agents consider single aspect of the two level
conﬁgurations. For VM-Only agent, we assumed the default
settings for application parameters. For App-Only agent, virtual resources were evenly distributed to the VMs. In Server-

C. Effect of Guided Exploration
In this experiment, we examined the effect of the system
knowledge-guided exploration policy, in comparison with the
standard −greedy policy. We considered a single TPCW application with VM-Agent in operation. Application parameters
were carefully tuned to adapt to the workload.
Figure 11 shows the guided exploration policy gained
throughput improvement as much as 200% over the −greedy
policy. It was able to lead the system to a good conﬁguration
state within 15 iterations. The result also suggests that system
performance obtained consistent improvement during conﬁguration process. The large variation in the beginning was due
to lack of memory resource. However the guided policy could
quickly direct the VM-Agent to correct this misconﬁguration
and bring the throughput back to a normal level.
Figure 11 also shows the change of memory allocation
and utilization of the Tomcat application server. We can see
ub
that at iteration 1, the memory utilization went beyond Umem
(80%) and approached nearly 100%. Accordingly, the guided
policy selected an action of “memory increase” in the next two
iterations, leading to signiﬁcant performance improvement at
iteration 2 and 3. Similarly, at iteration 20, memory utilizalb
(50%). An action
tion dropped down to 40% below Umem
of “memory decrease” helped reclaim idle resource. After
that, memory utilization was brought back to 70% without
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compromising system throughput. This result suggests that
guided exploration policy could effectively bound the resource
utilization and lead to a higher learning efﬁciency.
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parameters setting that maximizes the performance function.
Such approaches were applied to conﬁguration of software
systems like Apache server [25], application server [26],
database server [12] and online transaction services [6], [28].
Xi, et al. [26] and Zhang, et al. [28] used hill-climbing and
Simplex algorithms to search optimal server conﬁgurations for
performance optimization. These heuristic approaches tend to
trap the system into local optimums when the complexity of
conﬁguration problem is increased due to cloud dynamics.
By maximizing the long term reward, RL could effectively
avoid local optimum problem. Moreover, these works assumed
the hardware resources allocated to the applications were unchanged. In contrast, our work consider application parameter
tuning in the presence of virtual resource variation.
There were other recent approaches based on feedback control for online conﬁguration. In [16], Padala, et al. attempted
to apply adaptive control to automate the conﬁguration of
virtual machine resources. Xu, et al. proposed an adaptive
controller to modulate CPU share between different classes
of trafﬁc for page-view response time guarantees [24], [27].
In [8], Gong, et al. developed a model-predictive feedback
controller for responsive power capping. They further proposed an adaptive control method to coordinate power and
performance in virtual machines [9]. For controllability, most
of them restricted themselves to the tuning of limited number
of parameters of target sytems. In [7], a distributed controller
was proposed in a two-tier website with an actuator in each
tier. Padala et al. [15] successfully applied multi-input multiout controllers to adaptively conﬁgure resource in virtual data
centers. Their approaches rely on pre-deﬁned explicit system
models, building which can be highly knowledge-intensive and
labor-intensive for complex system. Different from them, our
hybrid RL approach does not require explicit model of either
the managed system or the external process.
RL-based approaches were initially applied to automatic
conﬁguration of application parameters in web systems [5]
and VM resource in virtual data centers [18] independently.
Both works designed the conﬁguration agents to be run
with model-based performance approximators or pre-learned
initial Q-table, for the purpose of addressing the scalability
and poor initial performance issues. In [17], we proposed a
scalable distributed RL algorithm for elastic virtual resource
provisioning in a large scale data center. The conﬁguration

Effect of the guided exploration policy.

D. Scalability Analysis
In this section, we evaluate the scalability of CoTuner using
testbeds with 16 physical servers and 100 VMs. 40 instances of
the multi-tier TPCW application and 20 instances of the TPCC
application were deployed, which formed several VM clusters
in different sizes. All VM clusters conducted conﬁguration
tasks in parallel. We deﬁned the largest VM cluster as the
dominant cluster. We ran the experiments ﬁve times with
different number of VMs from 20 to 100. The dominant cluster
size of these testbeds were 4, 8, 16, 16, 16, respectively. Each
experiment lasted for 720 iterations. The applications changed
their workloads very 240 iterations.
Figure 12 shows the settling time of conﬁguration agents in
testbeds of different sizes. We deﬁned the settling time as the
duration (number of iterations) required for the performance to
reach and stay within a speciﬁed error band (5% in this work)
around the ﬁnal value. From the ﬁgure, we can see that the
settling time increased with the size of the dominant cluster.
The performance deviations were due to existing multiple
dominant clusters. For example, there were 2 dominant clusters
in the third testbed and 5 in the ﬁfth testbed. The result shows
that CoTuner was able to keep average settling time under 85
iterations for all the testbeds. It retained the high efﬁciency
when the controlled system scaled up. Figure 12 also shows
the average SLA violation rates with respect to throughput and
response time among all the running applications. The SLA
violation rate was deﬁned as the number of conﬁguration steps
leading to SLA violations over the total number of running
iterations. It involved transient conﬁguration states over the
online learning time and steady states reached after the policy
becomes stable. CoTuner was able to keep the overall SLA
violation rate under 12%. When the system in steady state,
the average SLA violation rate was no more than 4.1%.
VII. R ELATED W ORK
Cloud dynamics require adaptive tuning both virtual machine and resident application parameters for performance
optimization. Many researches have devoted to this ﬁeld.
In [26], [6], [28], classical combinatorial optimization approaches were applied to automate the tuning process. In their
works, automated conﬁguration is to ﬁnd a combination of
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agents were enhanced with a highly efﬁcient representation
of experiences (CMAC) and intelligent initial policies to
improve system performance. However, the interplay between
the two layers of conﬁgurations signiﬁcantly increases the
complexity of coordinated conﬁguration task. Building an
accurate performance approximator or initial policies requires
much human effort and knowledge in such context. In contrast,
our hybrid RL algorithm employs Simplex method to reduce
state space and uses system knowledge-guided exploration
policy to guide conﬁguration process. It does not assume any
performance model or initial policy. The Simplex method and
RL method have found their applications in other aspects of
computer systems. Zheng, et al. [28] applied Simplex method
to reduce the number of trails and error testings in automatic
conﬁguration of web services. Recent studies showed the
feasibility of RL approaches in resource allocation [18], [20],
[22], power management [21], job scheduling in grid [4] and
memory controller [11].
Previous studies on virtual resource management or application parameter tuning considered these two layers of
conﬁgurations independently. To our best knowledge, CoTuner
framework should be the ﬁrst approach towards coordinated
auto-conﬁgurations of both VM resource and running appliances in clouds, dealing with interference between them.
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VIII. C ONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we have presented a coordinated autoconﬁguration framework CoTuner to automatically tune both
virtual resource allocations and application parameters for system performance optimization. At the heart of the framework
is a model-free hybrid RL approach enhanced by the use
of system knowledge guided exploration policy. Experimental
results show that CoTuner is able to adapt VM and appliance
conﬁgurations to cloud dynamics and drive system to an
optimal or near optimal state eventually.
Current implementation of CoTuner framework is limited
to web appliances, focusing on the resources of CPU and
memory. Other important resources such as network I/O, disk
I/O should be considered in future work. The newly designed
guided exploration policy just worke well for VM-Agent and
TPC-W App-Agent. More application speciﬁc domain knowledge was needed for other App-Agents. A general guided
exploration policy deserves further study. Due to the lack
of system dynamic knowledge, it may take a little longer
time to ﬁnd an optimal conﬁguration compared with other
model-based approaches. This hinders the CoTuner from being
applied for short-lived appliances or virtual machines.
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